
Blu-ray

To show in cinema theaters

Lots of shows were made with
Blu-ray Discs in Fespaco 2015

Excellent quality

Technical characteristics

Full HD 1920x1080

8 bits format

24 and 25 fps

MP4 family Codec (and MPEG2 possible)

5.1 is possible (Dolby Digital)

Max bitrate is approx 30Mbps

Progressive and Interlaced

It's a standard

You have to stick exactly to the norm

The discs you burn could not work on certain players

You have to have a Blu-ray writer

And blank Blu-ray Discs

Buy white coated discs

You can print on them with cheap inkjet
printers (Canon or Epson)

CISS systems to make the ink very very very cheap

Simple technique

Use a simple burning software

Toast on mac

Nero on Windows

Ashampoo burning Studio on Windows

Drag your video MP4 Full HD File in the software

And ask "Burn Blu-ray video"

It should work, the encoding quality will be
good (without bother)

The software will the proper encodingIt will take a certain amount of time

Be careful : your master should have at least
10 seconds of black before the film and after,
for the show to be able to be goodYou should prepare a specific master

Managing disc image files

Instead of burning directly to a physical
disc, you "burn an image", it will produce
a single file

After that you will able to directly burn
discs with this fileVery quick

Best technique

Use an authoring Blu-ray software to
manage menus, subtitles

On macAdobe Encore DVD

On Windows
Sony DVD Architect

(it's in the Sony Vegas suite)

You have to be very very precise in the process
(cf. tutorial in french... sorry), to avoid the
authoring software to encode again the movie

You have to encode it first
to have control of the
encoding quality

Adobe Media Encoder

Sony Vegas Pro

But if you don't want to bother with
precise encodings

You can open your ProRes file
into the authoring software,
and let it do the encoding

Perhaps it should be ok for you

It will be longer

But you do it once (because you burn a disc image)
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